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Decoquere Interest Corp. 
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Cole Ostamie  
3449 Northeast 1st Avenue #112 
Miami, FL 33139 

1 Apr 2013 

 
SENT VIA U.S. MAIL 

Re: Limp Wick Systems v. Harry Wacker 
 11-IL-711, Ref#0101010001110010011011110110110001101100  

Dear Mr. Wacker, 

Decoquere Interest Corp. (DIC) has been retained by Limp Wick Systems (“Limp Wick”) to file a law suit 
against you.  You Internet Service Provider (ISP) identified YOU as the Internet account holder who 
harmed our client.  We base this on a total lack of proof and only because you have money enough to pay 
the ISP bill.  My client’s law suit will allege that you violated State, Federal, and St. Nevis computer misuse 
statutes and will seek to hold you jointly and severally liable for some ungodly amount of damages I will 
make up claim you and your co-conspirators caused.  Here is one scary example I would like to impress 
upon you: other computer misuse cases have resulted in judgments exceeding $200,000!  My law firm has 
filed hundred of similar cases and is prepared to harass you with calls from my call-biatch(AKA: CEO).  In 
many cases, Basement Dwelling Pudwackers (BDP) target Limp Wick because his security is not up-to-date 
and often infected by malware (See sections 13 -17).  Please don’t think we are not serious just because we 
have NEVER had a case judged on its merits.  We didn’t even start naming and serving people until we got 
called to the carpet in February 2012.  Hell, I’ve even had to back down from a recent default judgment in 
our favor when the Defendant got a lawyer. 

Limp Wick is frequently targeted by BDPs who wish to avoid paying for adult content such content as A$$ 
for Ca$h, I’d Hit Your Mama In The Pooper, and Mexican Jail Slut (interracial male).  BDPs are also responsible 
for stealing credit card information and crashing the computer systems of Limp Wick.  It is this rampant 
illegal activity that is destroying our economy and preventing my client from purchasing more luxury cars 
and partying like a rock star.   

Please consider this letter a formal notice that until you pay us, we DEMAND you do not delete ANY files 
from the computers using your Internet connection.  If we find out you so much as turned the computer 
ON, we will claim you destroyed viable evidence (spoliation) and whine to the judge.  And don’t even think 
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of using that accursed data destroying program “CCleaner” on your systems.  It is an evil application that 
will easily allow us to prove to the judge you are a dirty low-down BDP and guilty of all we claim.   

Our records are perfect and we maintain all documents (with original signatures) indefinitely!  You would 
be sorry to test me on this.  Our perfect records show you are not currently represented by an attorney.  If 
you are represented by an attorney (such as this fine one), please forward them this letter immediately.  We 
strongly suggest you contact a general purpose attorney who doesn’t really know these types of cases.  
Ignoring this letter will only annoy our call-biatch/CEO and make him think up new fictitious names to use 
when calling BDPs.  My office has obtained default judgments in excess of $150,000 when people ignore 
our summons/complaint.  For those of you who do decide to fight, “Govern yourself!”  I look forward to 
crushing you and your left wing anti-government supporters (see the bottom of page 5).  Please refer to the 
attached totally unbiased and true FAQ prior to contacting our office.         

 
Jake “Little” Johnson 
Attorney and Pawn at Law 
Licensed in Nigeria 
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